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HISTORICAL 

The story of how the Ijcvelopmriit Division came to Clevr- 
land begins on April 28, i g r j .  On that day, Dr. W. K. Lewis, 
representing the Bureau of hiines, nppcared in Cleveland to 
enlist the aid of the Xatioiwl Carbon Conipany and the National 
Lamp Works of the Gencral Electric Company in developing 
B gas inask cnpable of protectins the American soldier. The 
United States had just declared war on Germany. Her. suns 
were soon to appear upon the hattlefields of Fronce. Those 
battiefields wcrc being swept by German gas in ever-increasing 
quantities, and as yet no satisfactory canister material for gas 
masks tiad been developed by any of the Allies. The problems 
of gas warfare had been detailed by the Army and Navy oi this 
country to the Bureau of Mines. The situation demanded im- 
mediate action. For onct a government department omitted 
the step of "appointing a committee to investigate." Dr. 
Lewis came to Cleveland the day after he was appointed As- 
sistant in Charge, Defense Problems, Wer Gas Imestigations, 
Bureau of Mines. 

of the Gciieral Jllrctric Company. were best prcpared to under- 
tnkc tlic development of a satisfactory absorbent. The proposi- 
tion was eagerly ncccptcd and Dr. Lewis gave tlicrn two weeks 
to "show somcthiiig." 

'I'he two Cleveland companies first began iiidci~endcnt investi- 
gations. Later, they pooled their cncrgies, maintaining through- 
out B spirit of exceedingly closc cotipemtion. By midaight, 
April 28, an entire research laboratory at the plant of the National 
Carboil, under the direction oi Mr. Batchelor and DF. Chaney, 
was I)usy cnrlmnizing woods. These eaperiinents were based 
upon tlic twenty years' experience of the laboratory in just t h i s  
field of investigatioti. In the course of the first week following 
April 28,  thc National Carlion Company Spent upon this investi- 
ratio11 $ 3 j m  in express charges alone, having shipments of wood 
--chicfly ccdar---sent to Cleveland from all paris of the United 
States, soldiers acting as convoys. 

The National Lanip Works organization began with equal 
eiicrgy. The services of il complete laboratory were made 
available for this investigation, the company statiiig that the 
cxpcncc of that work would bc boirre by the company as their 
contribution to thc war. It should be noted that this ar- 
rangement with respect to the Gas Delerise invcstigation at 
Ncla Park continued up to Fchruary s y ~ g .  when the work was 
stopped. 

i n  Cleveland, Ur. Lewis consulted Rfr. Allen, of the Saiimml 
Carbon Compnny, and the writer, and laid h i s  proposition 
squnrcly before then,. 

Hurthermore, of all the canister mnterinl tried b y  the Allies, 
different forms of cliarcoal as used by the Russians had shown 
the greatest degree of succcss. The National Carbon Company 
should know as much about charcoal as any atlzcr concern in 
the United States and, together with the National Lamp Works 

~ h m d  had long heen known as B good a b ~ o r b ~ t  for E ~ S C S .  

The story of the success of these two orranirations in this de- 
velopment work is told elsewhrre in this article. 

The original civiliaii orgaiiiratioii a t  the Natioiial Carbon 
Company and at Sela Park wiis soon augmente,d with officers 
and inen loaned by the Gas Defensc. From April 28, ry17. 
toNovember r s ,  rgiR, Cleveland was the center for the develop- 
ment of activated charcoal, material which helped to make the 
American gas mask the best mask'found on any foreign battle- 
field. 
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In Much 1918, when it became evident that the form of chsr- 
coal then developed and in process of manufacture would take 
care of any of the war gases being used, Dr. Lewis again came 
to Cleveland to  "start something." The most effective weapon 
in gas warfare as  yet discovered was mustard gas, and, so far, 
the development of a process for the manufacture of this ma- 
terial had not passed beyond tlte laboratory scale in this country. 

No definite manufacturing procedure had been submitted to 
the Ordnance Department and Colonel Walker, Commanding 
Officer, Gunpowder Reservation (now Edgewood Arsenal), 
where it was proposed to manufacture mustard, suggested througli 
Dr. Lewis that development work be started immediately in 
Cleveland. 

The National Lamp Works organization readily agreed to  take 
over the new problem. The General Electric Company gener- 
ously agreed to  meet all expenses involved in the new develop- 
ment, reimbursement to be made at  the convenience of the War 
Department. By this arrangement it was possible to  avoid 
the initial delay for securing proper appropriations. The plant 
of the Great Lakes Refming Company, located at  East I31St 
Street and Taft Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, was taken over for 
this investigation. This plant soon became the development 
center for mustard. The original personnel of 35 men was in- 
creased to 175 officers and enlisted men, men for:the most part 
obtained through the Edgewwd Arsenal directly from the col- 
leges and universities of the country, and whose enthusiasm 
was dimmed only by the lack of opportunity to  pour down 
Hindenburg's throat the mustard they were makin 
the equipment and procedure developed at this 
full-.-le ooemtion a t  the Edzewood Arsenal. Eda 

The question of the production of a satisfactory booster 
casing for gas shell in general, and the manufacture of a glass- 
lined shell to  be held for special cases, had from the first been 
a sotirce of anxiety to army authorities. In  August, a t  the re- 
quest of General Sibcrt, the Development Division undertook 
to investigate the manufacture of glass-lined shell and the 
manufacture of a satisfactory booster casing for gas shell. A 
special investigation section was established for this purpose. 

The full organization chart for the Development Division is 
given on p. 285. 

The Development Division wishes to do homage to one man 
whom the division cannot claim for its own, but to no other 
single man dws it feel such a debt of gratitude. The master 
mind behind each step in the development and production of 
materials for the American gas mask was that of Dr. W. K. 
Lewis, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, assistant 
in charge of Defense Problems, War Gas Investigatiorrs, Bureau 
of Mines. 

To a large degree, the success of installing and operating the 
apparatus a t  Astoria is due to the willing help rendered by Mr. 
W. C. Morris, chief engineer of the Consolidated Gas and 
Electric Company, New York. 

DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVATED CHABCOAL 

Defense Seotion, Development Division 

The finished gas mask is composed of many parts, such as 
faacepiece, eyepiece, canister tube, canister, etc. The service- 
ability reached with the American gas mask was due to the suc- 
cessful design and developmmt of each of these parts. The 
followina account deals with the develmment of one of these - - 

land. 
this article. 

In May, the writer was placed 
scale manufacturing development o war gases con 
the Bureau of Mines 
mustard gas a t  three other stations-namely. Zinsscr Company, 
Hastmgs-on-Hudson, American University, Washington, D C i 
and DOT Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan-came under 
his supervision. To avoid duplication, all experimental w 
on mustard, save that conducted at  the Midland and Clevel 
stations, was discontinued. It was originally intended to - 
pand the development work a t  Midland to  actual production, 
but in September the work at  Midland was ordered diseon- 
tinued 

On June 2 5 ,  by order of the Secretary of War, the Chemical 
Warfare Sermcc was authorized, thus combining the Chemical 
Service Sechon, National Army, the Gas Defensc Division 

The story of this development is outline 

In this connection the 

of the Sanitary Corps, the Edgewood Arsenal of the Ord- 
nance Department and the 30th Engineers, or Gas and 
Flame Corps, a t  the same time drawing into the military 
senice a large number of the civilian employees of the 
American University organization. On August I ,  the Nela 
Park. East i3rst Street and Taft Avenue, and Midland or- 
ganizations became the Development Division, with head- 
quarters at Nela Park on the grounds of the National Lamp 
Works. The function of this division, as authorized, was to 
take processes for the manufacture of gas warfare material as 
worked out on a laboratory scale by the Research Division lo- 
cated a t  the American University and develop these prccesscs 
to  a full-scale production basis. On the basis of these develop- 
ments, the Production Divisions located at Edgewood, Astoria, 
and other places, were then to undertake the actual productioii. 

In  August, in addition to  the three original sections of the 
Development Division, a fourth and fifth section were added. 
On August I ,  1918, a large manufacturing plant near Cleveland 
war taken oyer bv the Devclomzent Division for the D U ~ D O S ~  

Pi0 Z-BO~LDIND AT N?$%L* PAR=, CI~ZYGLAND, USPD BY DKYIZLOPJ~~NT 
Divisroli 30% C ~ n n c o a ~  DBYBLUPXINT WORX 

f activated charcoal a? a cankter filler 
was laigely the work of two Cleveland organizations 

z-The Research Sectmn of the National Carbon Company, 
working under the dtrection of Mr. H D Batchelor and Dr. 

later made a part of the Research Division, 

on Laboratory of the h-ational Lamp Works 
Electric Company, under the writer, later the 

Defense Section, Developmcnt Dimion, C W S 
It is impossible Lo make clear the part contributed by these 

two organizations, unless the whole story be told. A t  the same 
time, in the space available, it is not permitted to do more 
than outline this story 

PRELIMINARY WORK 

STRAIGHT DISTILLATION PROCEDUR 
the decision was made to  develon as cani r for the American 
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the absorptive power of charcoal for gases would depend upon 
the porosity of that charcoal, the more carbon surface exposed, 
the more absorbent the material. The porosity, m turn, would 
depend upon the specific character of the material carbonized 

To de- 
he maxi- 

actmty of the rnaterral made from coconut may to some extent 
be attributed to the stoue cell structure characterizing the raw 
coconut. This same type cell is also found in the various fruit 
pits later used as substrtutes for coconut hulls At this time 
the supply of coconut hulls seemed sufficient to meet all demands, 
so it was decided to  base all future work on coconut hulls as the 

tiOn ex- It had been observed by Dr Lemon, of the University of 
d rice 

ine, chlorine at that time being 
e d o n  was desired. A carbonize- 

Chicago, that the capaaty of coconut charcoal for absorbing 
gases was increased by repeated absorption of air and subse- 
quent evacuatron, or “ont-ga5smz” as Dr. Lemon termed it. 
By inference a t  least, the effect was supposed to be physical 

absorptive value a 
the only gan again 
tion schedule was ved by which a charcoal derived than 
from cedar could which was an effective absorbent 

a stralght distillation, or “one PTOCCSS” procedure. 
Within three weeks after experimentation was begun, 

furnaces of the National Carbon Company a t  Cleveland 
turmng out ccdar charcoal using the above schedule Fi 
tons of this material were produced and filled into masks, but 
these masks were used only for training purposes There was 
now reason to  believe that chlorpicrin and phosgene would soon 

be effective against either chlorpicrin or phosgene It was 
obvious that a more active absorbent must be developed, and 
developed quickly 

AUI ACTWATION PROCEDURE-A definite hypathesrs guided thc 
new development work This hypothesrs was that the absorp- 
tive value of a given charcoal would not only depend upon the 
surface area exposed but upon the freedom of this surface from 
imirunties The most common and persistent mpurltles in 
ordinary charcoals are the complex and stable hydrocarbons 
that during the carbonization have condensed ~n the pores or 
formed molecular films over the surface of the pure carbon The 
details of the development of this “hydrocarbon theory” w~ll 
doubtless be published in the near future by those members of 
the National Carbon organization responsible for it. 

As to that raw material which would give the most porous 
charcoal, distillation experiments by the National Lamp Works 
organization had shown that the activity of charcoal derived 
frnm different materials increased with the apparent density 
of the raw material. Of the fifty or more materials investigated, 
coconut hulls-the dense shell material immediately siirrouuding 
the meat of the coconut-had the highest density, and yielded 
the most active charcoal. 

Fro. b u ~ r r  *OR AI=-ACTIYIIINC CHARCOAL. Srx 00 Tnsnssz UNLIS WSRB 
INSTALLIlD AT ASTORIA. I.. I. 

In  the light of the hydrocarbon theory developed at the National 
Carbon Company, the above observation was properly in- 
terpreted t o  be the result of actual oxidation by air of hydro- 
carbon impurities, and complete investigation fully established 
this hypothcsie. The air process of activating charcoal was 
thus devcloped which resulted in a charcoal of high absorptive 
power for such gases as chlorpicrin and phosgene. The prn- 

Figs. 3. 4 and 5 are microphotographs showing the relative 
structures of willow (one of the lightest woods), ironwood (one 
of the heaviest woods), and coconut, the activityoi correspondiilg 
charcoals being in the ratio I : 3 : 9, respectively. The higher 

cedure as evolved consisted essentially of 

ture of 850” C. to  goo’ C.. and 
I-Initial distillation of cracked coconnt hulls to  a tempera- 

*-“Air treating” this carbonized material, screened to 6 to  



14 mesh. at 350' C. to quoo C., tile time required dcpeiiding upon 
the form of apparatus, depth of charcoal layer, stirring, etc. 

This procedure was turned over to the National Lamp Works 
organization for large-sale development. 

The commcrcial prahlern presentcd two distinct phases: 
( I )  Initial distillation, and ( a )  Activntioii. 

The first phase required but little investigation, due to past 
experience in the matter of wood carbonization. A Ecw trials 
a t  the plant of the Eric Street Gas Works, Toledo, Ohio, demoii- 
strated the type of apparatus satisfactory for the work, and the 
material so produced was found to respond readily to the subse- 
quent air activation procedure. 

The second phase, air activation, was first developed on a 
laboratory and semi-plant scalc at the plsrit oi the National 
Carbon Company. Large-scale apparatus wns ordered for a 
continuatioil oi this work a t  Ncla Park, but the dcmands for 
charcoal for immediate use became acute, and this apparatus 
was sent to the plant of the Astorin Light, Heat an8 Power 
Company, Astoria, Long Island, where equipmcnt for the com- 

plete process was installed. This ~)isi~t was first operated 
ahout September I ,  19r7 ,  and the first driim of active char- 
coal was shippcd September 24. Operation of the Astoria 
air treaters was continuous until aftcr thc signing of the 
annistice. During the tatter part of this period of operation, 
however, the air tirater was mostly used to re-run innterial 
coming from the "stcam activators" !later installed a t  the 
S B ~ V  plant) in m i  unsatisfactory condition. A full account oi 
the operalion of these treaters will appear in later issues of 
THIS JOURNAL. 

In connection with the design of apparatus suitable for ac- 
tivating charcoal, it  should he noted that the Bureau ui Chem- 
istry, under Dr. Hudson, conducted a similar but independent 
invcrtigation. This iiwrstigation, though it never attained a 
full-scale production, gave results affording valuable assistance 
to the Nela Park organkation. 

STEAM ACTIYATZON PROCEDUKG ~-1hring the pcriod July to No- 
vember 1917, while the Nela organization was engaged in the 
iiistallntioii of the air activation procedure a t  Astoria, the Na- 
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tional Carbon organization had directed the 
major portion of its efforts along a new line 
of development. The air activation pro- 
cedure as developed was limited both as 
t o  production capacity and as to  the de- 
gree of activity of product attainable with- 
out excessive combustion losses. Little im- 
provement could be hoped for over the use 
of the dense coconut hulls as raw material, 
nor in variations in the carbonization 
schedule. It was felt, however, that  the 
subsequent activation by air treating did 
not represent the most efficient possible 
activation procedure, and the National 
Carbon organization, therefore, undertook 
to develop a better one. 
1 As previously noted, a series of experi- 
ments had proved conclusively that air 
activation was due to an oxidation, a t  the 
elevated temperature used, of the hydro- 
carbon impurities by the air. Of the 
numerous oxidizing media investigated, 
steam a t  a temperature above that for 
the water gas reaction (goo’ C.) appar- 
ently gave. the maximum “selective” oxi- 
dation and the most active charcoal. 
Thus, by using superheated steam, not 
only was the free carbon surface purified 
of all hydrocarbon contamination but ap- 
parently a maximum of such surface was 
affected through a tunneling and fissuring 
of the charcoal particles, without the thin 
walls and fine structure being burned up 
as fast as formed. The steam activation 
procedure as recommended by the National 
Carbon Company organization consisted of 
exposing charcoal obtained by carboniz- 
ing coconut hulls to steam at a tempera- 
ture ranging from 850’ C. to 1000’ C., 
until the requisite density reduction was 
obtained. The average time of treating 
was about one hour, using a steam-char- 
coal ratio of about one to  one by weight. 
This procedure was turned over to the 
National Lamp Works organization for 
semi-large-scale development. 

The problem now t o  be solved was a 
difficult one. For the sake of heat con- 
duction it was essential to use a metallic in- 
stallation. A t  the same time no furnace 
tube had as yet been developed with a 
demonstrated ability to withstand the con- 
ditions proposed. One large manufactur- 
ing concern, when approached on the sub- 
ject, declared that the thing was impos- 
sible. The successful answer to  this 
problem at Vela Park represents a real 
engineering feat. 

By March I a vertical nichrome tube 
furnace had been developed, capable of 
producing by steam activation procedure 
a charcoal approximately twi :e as active as 
that  obtained from the air Ireaters, with 
approximately equal loss in we:ght due to  
combustion Coconut shell chxrcoal acti- 
vated with steam was given the name 
“Dorsite.” 

At this time, the charcoal situation 
again became acute, due to  the inability of 

I 

s,  
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the air activators a t  Astoria to meet the immediate demands. 
Although neither the steam activating apparatus nor the oper- 
ating procedure had yet reached the final development stage, it 
was thought inadvisable to await the development of a more 
perfect process. 

Accordingly in the first week of March 19x8, the Nela Park 
organization assisted in installing a battery of these steam ac- 
tivators a t  Astoria. The initial operation of these furnaces 
was likewise conducted with the assistance of members of this 
organization. Their later operation oil a production basis was 
conducted by the Gas Defense Division. The investigation 
of this procedure was continued both in Cleveland and a t  As- 
toria and many impravemen% were made in the original installa- 
tion and operating program. 

CANISTER CHARCOAL SITUATION IN JUNE 1918 

By June I ,  1918, the steam activators installed at  Astoria, 
in spite of the natural initial operating difficulties, were beginning 
to swing on to  B production basis. The production capacity 
of the combined air and steam treaters could not be expected 
to exceed IO tons per day. The demand for active charcoal 
had now increased to 30 tons per day. A still more serious 
difiiculty arose from the threatened shortage of coconut hulls. 
The maximum available supply of coconut was I M  tons per day. 
To produce $0 tons per day of Dorsite would require approni- 
mately .p tons of hulls per day. 

The situation thus demanded: 
I-Increasing production capacity, either by increasing uum- 

ber of activating units or by developcng a unit of larger individud 
capacity. 

2-Developing a substitute for coconut hulls. 

INCREASED PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF DRESSLER 
TUNNEL KILN 

To give immediate sdief in the matter of production capacity, 
the original installation of steam activators a t  Astoria, consisting 
of 2 0  units, was increased to  lorty. An additional installation 
of 70  units was just being completed a t  the time of the signing 
of the armistice. 

For various reasons, however, from the time the first steam 
activator was operated, it had been felt advisable to develop 
a new type of furnace. The capacity of the steam treater was 
small; the installation was costly; repairs were heavy; tempera- 
ture control was difficult, necessitating that an average of 15 
per cent of the product be re-run in the air activators to bring 
i t  up to  the required activity; and a still considerable loss of ma- 
terial was incurred in the activation. Finally, these lurnaces, 
originally designed to  activate coconut hull charcoal, could not 
be used to activate the substitutes now being developed, such as 
Batchite and Carbonite. The problem of developing a new 
type of activator to  overcome t h u e  diffkultics was under- 
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taken by the several Stations, and several important develop- 
m a t s  were quickly realized. 

The experimental Wedge furnace (Mr. Utley Wedge, of Phila- 

This type of equipment undoubtedly represents the best 
development of the charcoal furnace work. and, had the war 
continued, in all probability would have been placed in general use. 

delphia), as operated st Nela Park, indicated that activation 
could be done in the presence of combustion gases This point 
bad alwavs been considered bad oractice in oreviotts work on 

SWSTITUTES FOR COCONUT HULLS AS R A N  MATERIAL 

(a) MIXED xurs-When i t  became necessary to  find a substi- 
account if the English experience. In the early part of the 
war their work indicated that any attempt a t  activating char- 
coal in the presence of the combustion gases was dangerous on 
account of the fact that the charcoal absorbril large quantities 
of almost any kind of sulfurous gas, especially hydrogen sulfide. 
The fact that we were able to  accomplish this point is probably 
due to the frccdom of our natural gas from sulfur compounds 
and to the use of steam. 

At  Astoria, using an enperim?ntal externally rued horizontal 
furnace and introducing steam, it WILS shown conclusively that 
a fairly even heat distribution could be obtained. Whereas 
the vertical steam treaters were giving a mixture of high, medium 
and low-grade material doc to irregular temperature conditions, 
in the rotary fuinace it was found possible to have both steam 
and charcoal at the proper temperatures, the result being a fairly 
uniform product. 

Experimental, internally fired, rotaryfumaces, operated a t  War- 
ren, Pa., and a t  Astoria, checked the results obtained at Cleve- 
land with the esperiniental furnace, namely, that activa- 
tiou could be done in the p of combustion gases. 

These preliminary results were all incorporated in the adapts- 
tion of the Dresslcr tunnel kiln to the activation of carbon. 

Before this adaptation could be made, an entirely new line of 
experimental study was found I1ecesswr a study covering the 
diffusion of gases through layers of various kinds of carbon of 
different depths, rate of flow of gases over carbon of different 
specific gravities, differential Oxidation of various kinds of carbon 
in different meshes aiid at various temperatures. The experi- 
mentalioh commenced in laboratory apparatus a t  Nela. The war. experienced in the plant due to 
final large-scale installation was tested at  the plant of the Amer- 
icaii Encaustic Tiliiig Company. Zanesville, Ohio, where a kiln corttent-3,,2 per cent, During PTOCeSS of activation, 
suitable for the P U P O S ~ ~  was available. Although this type of unusual arc, adopted, these hydrocarbons 
furnace was not thoroughly developed until after November 11. distil out, and in passing coni it, a hotter part of the fur. 

nace are and dmo9it a layer of inactive graphitic 
carbon over the coal. S i z e  the steam treaters had proved 
to  be an unsatisfactory equipment for the production of Batchite. 
a coal-gas inclined rc!ort was developed and operated under 
the supervision of Mr. Batchelor a t  the plant of the Tenney 
Cornoration, Spr ingf i4  &Iass. Following the = c c w  of the  
Springfield plant, stcam bottom horizontal activators were in- 
stalled and operate.d a t  Astoria. 

tute for coconut hulls as a raw material in the production of 
activated charcoal, the Cleveland organization had at  their dis- 
posal the results of the previous thorough investigation of raw 
materials which had led them to select coconut hulls as being 
the mast suitable. These earlier experiments, made on the basis 
of air-activated material, were duplicated on the basis of steam- 
activated material. Again it had been found that with steam 
activation the activity of the charcoal produced from different 
materials in general increases with apparent density. 

t materials together 

pending upon the constituents of the mix. 
(a) aArmITE-As early as December IgI, ,  the National 

Company orga,,ization had discovered that when 
a,lthracite coal, non.lami,,ated and l,aving con. 

choidal fracture, wns 

threatened 

to direct 

of coconut hulls, this new absorbent, 
coke scI obtained l,nd a very good activity. 

the recornmrndation of Dr, I,ewis, was de- 
basis. veloped by the National Carbon Company to a 

OCCUrre,,ce of ,,gas treating.,, A,,thracite coal has a high 

the history of activated charcoal would be incomplete without 
a brief nott of this particular phasc. 

DRESSLER TUMNEL KILN 

The Dressler tunnel kiln is a type used in general ceramic 
work. The furnace consists essentially of a brick kiln about 
lgo ft, long, 12 [t, broad, and high, lined with fire brick, 
Charcoal is loaded in shallow, refractory trays in smaU tram cars, 
about 120 trays to  the car. The cars enter the kiln through a 
double door and the charcoal remains in the hot zone at a tempera- 
ture of about R50° C. lor about 4 hrs., depending upon the nature 
of the material charged. Water is atomized into this kiln, and 
a positive pressure maintained in order to exclude entrance of 
air. The kiln is gas-fired and tlre charcoal is activated by the 
steam in the presence of the cambustioil gases. 

Under such treatment the charcoal is given a high degree of 
activation without the usual accompanying high losses. Seem- 
ingly the oxidizing medium used, together with the operating 
conditions, produce a deep penetration of the charcoal particles 
without increasing the extensive surface combustion experienced 
in the stcam activators. The capacity of such a type furnace 
is limited only by the size of the installation. 

The advantages of this type furnace may be tabulated as follows: 

DSVELOPMEWT OF 

offense saction 

When the United States entered the war, the production of 
huge quantities of mustard gas became one of the principd 
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FIG. IO-EXPERIMENTAL IXSTALLATION FOR THF, PRODUCTIOX O F  ETHYLBXE B Y  KAOLIN PROCEDURE.  CAPACITY 400-600 Cu. F T .  ETHYLENE PER HR. 

Mustard gas, or dichlorethyl sulfide, when pure, is a water- 
white liquid boiling at  219' C. It was first prepared by the 
German chemist Victor hleyer in 1886, who recorded its peculiar 
toxic properties. However, dichlorethyl sulfide had been re- 
garded solely as a chemical curiosity up to  the time when i t  
was used as a gas warfare weapon by the Germans a t  Ypres, 
July 20, 1917.  

No one in the allied countries had ever attempted to produce 
the stuff in any quantity and on examination, the procedure 
used by Meyer, namely, the chlorhydrin procedure, proved to 
be very unsatisfactory for large-scale production. In  addition, 
the development of a satisfactory generator for producing 
ethylene gas had proved to he a stumbling block. It was as 
late as February 1918 before Professor Pope in England re- 
ported the synthesis of this compound by the absorption of 
ethylene gas in sulfur monochloride. Strangely enough, the 
British cablegram anticipated by just two days the discovery 
of the same reaction a t  the American University in Washington. 

The American University immediately put an entire labora- 
tory on the problem and by the middle of March a procedure 
had been indicated on a laboratory scale for the manufacture of 
this material using sulfur monochloride and ethylene gas as the 
raw materials. 

To develop this procedure, a small experimental plant was 
established in Cleveland, a t  East 131st Street and Taft Avenue. 
This plant soon became the center of mustard gas investigation 
on a laboratory and semi-large-scale basis in this country. No 
attempt was made in this plant to produce mustard in quantities 
beyond that required for experimental purposes, but the results 
obtained were immediately transmitted to the Edgewood Arsenal, 
the Hastings-on-Hudson plant, the National Aniline and Chem- 
ical Company plant a t  Buffalo, and the Dow Chemical Company 
a t  Midland, Mich., where mustard was to be made. During 
operation of the Cleveland plant, investigations were also begun 
on the development of superpalite and magnesium arsenide, 
but both of these investigations were stopped by the War De- 

partment before final development stages were attained. When 
the armistice was signed, the entire plant was being turned over 
to the development of the production of another gas. The main 
result attained by the Offense Section, therefore, was the de- 
velopment of mustard gas. 

The fundamental reaction involved in the production of mus- 
tard gas is that taking place between ethylene gas and sulfur 
monochloride. Sulfur monochloride was found available on 
the market in large quantities. The development problem, 
therefore, was concerned with 

I-Commercial production of ethylene. 

of this ethylene gas in sulfur monochloride. 
11-Suitable apparatus and plant procedure for absorption 

111-Purification, if found necessary, of product. 

(a) KAOLIN PROCEDURE-It had been known for some time 
that in the presence of such a catalyst as kaolin, alcohol 
a t  elevated temperatures is dehydrated t o  give ethylene. A 
commercial-sized unit to produce ethylene was developed 
and operated within 24 days after the first occupation of 
the building. The process as finally evolved consisted essen- 
tially of introducing mixtures of alcohol vapor and steam, 
in the ratio of one to one by weight, into an 8 in. iron tube with 
a 3 in. core, in contact with clay a t  500' C to 600' C. The 
gaseous products were removed through a water-cooled surface 
condenser. The generator tube was provided with a double 
system of cock valves, by which the catalyst in the tube could 
be replaced in a semi-continuous fashion. 

The introduction of steam along with the alcohol represents 
a distinct development accomplished by this laboratory, this 
steam rendering temperature control more uniform and accord- 
ingly giving a single unit greater capacity of a higher grade 
product. The tests on this unit were completed in the early 
part of May, the furnace having a demonstrated capacity of 
400 cu. f t .  per hr. of ethylene of between gz and 95 per cent 
purity, with a conversion efficiency (alcohol to ethylene) of 

I-PRODUCTION OF ETHmENE 
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about 85 per cent. Forty units of this type, an installation capa- 
ble of producing in 24 hrs. sufficient ethylene to make 40 tons 
of mustard, were assembled and sent to Edgewood, where they 
were operated successfully until after the signing of ,the armis- 
tice. As 1 he prototype of the ethylene generators a t  edgewood, 
the Cleveland unit, therefore, fully justified itself and no vertical 
kaolin generator has as yet been used on a commercial scale 
which has bettered the results obtained by this type of generator. 

( b )  PHObPHORIC COKE PROCEDURE-In August, upon receipt 
of information from abroad concerning the British procedure 
for production of ethylene in which coke impregnated with 
phosphoric acid is used as  the catalyst, investigation was started 
in Cleveland, the foreign directions being followed as closely as 
possible. 

After numerous experiments a furnace was designed and 
built which was capable of giving 2000 cu. f t .  per hr. of ethylene 
98 to  gg per cent pure. Inasmuch as the kaolin type installa- 
tion a t  Edgewood had proved satisfactory, no large-scale ap- 
plication of the phosphoric coke procedure for manufacturing 
ethylene was made a t  any of the American plants. 

11-ABSORPTION OF ETHYLENE IN SULFUR MONOCHLORIDE 
(a) 60 PROCEDURE-From the information obtained from the 

British and from the American University, together with the 
results of a further laboratory investigation in Cleveland, a 
satisfactory procedure was evolved on a laboratory scale. This 
procedure consisted essentially in introducing dry ethylene gas 
into sulfur monochloride until further absorption ceases. Rapid 
agitation of the liquid is essential, the reaction is exothermic, 
and the reaction temperature must be kept between 5 5  C. and 
60' C. The rate of absorption was found to increase with the con- 
centration of mustard produced. The reaction should produce 
one mole dichlorethyl sulfide plus one mole free sulfur per mole 
sulfur monochloride used. Under the above conditions about 
one-half of this sulfur reacted with the dichlorethyl sulfide to 
give polysulfides soluble in the mustard liquor. The remaining 
half of this sulfur, amounting to about 8 per cent by weight of 
the crude product, separated out on standing, or separated out 
immediately if the product were treated with moist ammonia 
gas. The clear supernatant liquor was to be sent to the shell- 
filling plants. 
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This procedure was next put upon a semi-large-scdc basis, due to  the long period required for distillation. However. due to 
stid a mechanically agitated reactor of the standard nitrator the sudden expansion of the mustard produdion program of this 
type-capacity 7 j lbs. of product-was succcssfully op,rr:ttcd. country, it became obvious that any purification installation to be 
A filtros plug reactor, designed at the American Vaircrsity satisfactory must necessarily posscss a large capacity, In  this 
and having a capacity of 350 Ibs. of product, was dso operated respect flash stills have obvious advantage over ordinary type 
a t  this laboratory. As a result of these investigations, 4 one- intermittent pot stills. Preliminary laboratory experiments had 
ton reactors of the mechanically agitated type were designed, shown that mustard at  izoD C. to 140“ C. in contact with iron 
assembled, and sent to Edgewood where they wer? latcr operated undcrwent little or no decomposition if this contact was not 
by the Edgewood sta8. j. maintained for over 2 min. Acting on this information, an 

(b )  30‘ PROC~~DURE (BEITlSH)-hI August, when the informa- iron Dash vacuum still for purifying mustard was designed 
tion was received from England concerning tlie production of and first operated a t  Midland. The final design was perfected 
mustard by the 30’ C. procedure, the Edgewood plant immetli- a t  Cleveland. 
ately began installing the large-scale equipment 8 s  ircommeiided The still consists essentially of a set of parallel steam-jacketed 
by the British. In  the meantime a thorough investipalioii was iron pipes z in. in diameter and IO it. long, inclined at  an aiigle 

cr, and thence were drawn over into 
mitted to Edgewood. 

The 30‘ process consists essentially in brinxiug togethcr sulfu 
monochloride and very pure ethylene gas iii the presence o 
crude mustard liquor as a solvent a t  a trinpcrature ranging 

large batch is built up. Tkc 
contiuued and the ethylene 
tion ceases. 

The grcat advantag? oi 

MIDLAND SECTION 
chloride accordhlg to a predetermined schedule, the reaction 
velocity is so increased that the iomr temperature may be used. 
The obvious disadval~ta~e is the refriecration reouired. The 

The work at the D o W  Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., 
was mainly concerned with the design and construction of large- - 

3oe procedure m s  hcing uoiversally adopted when the armistice 
was signed. 

scale apparatlls for the production of mustard gas, using the 
GO’ C. procedure. By October I the equipment for an entire 
plant for the production of mustard by this procedure 
had been developed and operated successfully on a j-ton unit III-PUKIPICATION OF TIlIi PRODUCT 

U-ntil thc information come through on the $0- procedure, 
the GO’ procedure had h e m  accepted in this country as most 
suitable. The problcm of siilinr precipitation was the greatwt 
bar to its SUCC(ISS from an operating point of view, also from the 
poiiit ai view of the shril-filling plants. In addition, it was de- 
sired lo fill the shell with material as nearly IW per cent di- 
cliloicthyl sulfide es possible. For these reasons, experiments 
were undertaken very shortly after the establishment of a suc- 
cessful absorber on the purification of the crude material. 
Here again the line of investigation was a duplicatioii of labora- 
tory procedure, in this case a vacuum distillation. 

Preliminary experiments showed that in ordinary intermittent 
“pot” vacuum distillation, iron stills could not be used. It 
was found possible to  use enamel-lined stills. The purity of the 
distillate from the enameled stills was $3 per cent, but a loss of I j 
per cent of the mustard originally present in the erude was incurred, 

plant scale. 
The ethylene generator developed. known as the Morrison 

generator, used iron boxes G’l s  it. long and j it. high, and z ’ / z  
in. wide as clay containers, these boxes arranged in a suitable 
furnace fircd with oil burners. The capacity of such a generator 
was demonstrated to be 8000 cu. it. ethylene per hr., of an av- 
ersge purity of 94 per cent, with alcohol to ethylene conversion 
of 92 per cent. 

The absorber, known as the “Tumbling Barrel,” conslsted 
of a lead-lined steel shell 18 it. long, 4x/2 it. in diameter, rotating 
on hollow trunnions in a water bath. In  order to  produce a 
tumbling action of the liquid within the reactor, closely spaced 
longitudinal shelves were bolted against the inner lining. Ethyl- 
ene gas entered through one trunnion, the effluent gas passing 
out through the  other. This reactor had a demonstrated ca- 
pacity of 10 tons. lof product per operating day. During the 
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course of the experimental work, 40 tons of mustard were pro- 
duced at this plant, and shipped to  Edgewood. 

EXPERIMENTAL STATION 

On August I, 1918, the Development Division took over an 
idle manufacturing plant .near Cleveland, Ohio, for the purpose 
of developing and manufacturing a poison gas. A personnel 
of 600 officers and men was rapidly assembled; barracks for 
1000 men were put up. The work progressed with such rapidity 
that a t  the time of the signing of the armistice the plant was on 
a production basis. 

DEVELOPMENT OF BOOSTER CASINO AND QLASS-LINED SHELL 
Special Investigations Section 

BOOSTER CASING-On August 8, 1918, the problem of developing 
a booster casing and adapter for 75-mm. gas shell was under- 
taken by the Development Division a t  the request of the Direc- 
tor of the Chemical Warfare Service. This work was to  be carried 
out independently of that  in progress under the direction of the 
Ordnance Dppartment. 

Methods of manufacturing booster casings by die casting 
froni an aluminum copper alloy and by machining in one piece 
from iron castings or bar stock steel were investigated. At the 
time of the signing of the armistice, a very promising die cast 
boocjter casing and adapter with a die cast lead jacket had been 
designed and tests on it  partially completed. The chief ad- 
vantage of this arrangement is the rapidity with which i t  can 
be produced. 

However, the best solution to the booster question was be- 
lieved to  be to  machine them in one piece from bar stock steel. 
An experimental production unit for the manufacture of these 
booljter casings, as established a t  the plant of the U. S. Auto- 
matic Company, Amherst, Ohio, had a demonstrated capacity 
of 2000 per 24-hr. day. 

duplicating the French process of lining gas shell with glass was 
assigned to  the Special Investigations Section. Some experi- 
mental work on this problem had been carried out a t  the Corn- 
ing Glass Works under the direction of the Research Division 
of the Chemical Warfare Service. It had been concluded from 
these experiments that  a glass-lined shell, on account of its 
fragility, was inferior to  an enameled or a lead-coated shell. 

The experiments a t  the Corning Glass Works were continued 
under the direction of this section with the purpose of improving 
detsils of manufacture so as to  produce a glass lining that would 
be inore resistant to  shock. A parallel series of experiments 
was begun a t  the National Lamp Works of the General Elec- 
tric Company, More than 700 shell were lined at Corning 
and a lining developed that  would withstand a drop of 15 in. 
on concrete floor. Out of 125 of these shell shipped to  Cleve- 
land, Ohio, from Corning, New York, a-distance of 311 miles, 
only two linings cracked. The seal between the booster casing 
and the glass lining was so arranged that cracking of the glass 
would not result in leakage of the gas, but only in contact of 
the gas with the lining 

At the time of the signing of the armistice, production at the 
rate of 500 per day could have been attained on a week’s notice. 

GLASS-LINED SHELL-OTl August 17, 1918, the problem Of 
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In view of the description from time to  time in the pages of 
THIS JOURNAL of various phases of the work of the Chemical 
Warfare Service i t  will doubtless be of interest to  include a brief 
description of the organization and work of Hanlon Field, where 
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the writer had the privilege of serving from the beginning of 
its experimental activity in June until the end of its work late 
in November 1918. 

The two principal activities carried on a t  the Field were 
training and experimental work. The A. E. F. Gas Defense 
School was established there in June, being largely the result 
of the foresight of Lt. Col. G. N. Lewis, Chief of the Defense 
Division of the C. W. S., who appreciated the tremendous 
task involved in providing trained gas officers for our rapidly 
growing army. The success of the school was due to  a great 
extent to  the experience, skill, and devotion of Capt. pi. A. 
Bush (of the Bush Chemical Co.) who, though an American, 
enlisted as a private in the Canadian army and had long and 
valuable experience in various capacities in the British army, 
including Division Gas Officer and Corps Chemical Adviser. . 
Capt. Bush was virtually Director of the A. E. F. Gas Defense 
School, though he could not be officially appointed as such on 
account of not being an American officer a t  the time. 

The school trained over 2000 officers in gas warfare during 
the period of hostilities, making thereby a contribution of 
incalculable value towards winning the war. 

Later an offense course was added, intended primarily for 
officers entering the C. W. S. and destined for positions on the 
staffs of Division, Corps, and Army Gas Officers. This course 
was in charge of Capt. F. H. Scheetz, a chemist who was also 
an artilleryman. 

The experimental work involved a wide variety of problems, 
Many of these were submitted by the First Gas Regiment, 
whose Commanding Officer, Col. E. J. Atkinson, was also for a 
period Commandant of Hanlon Field, so that  very close rela- 
tions existed between the work of the Field and the needs of the 
Regiment. The Engineer Officer of the Regiment, Capt. J. E. 
Mills (professor of chemistry a t  the University of North 
Carolina), furnished much valuable counsel in connection with 
this work, whch included the making and correcting of range 
tables, the filling of large numbers of Livens drums with H. E. 
for use a t  the front, design and testing of various means of trans- 
porting gas-troop material, study of rapid means of projector 
emplacement, manufacture of light emergency base plates for 
Stokes mortars, and the formulation of problems for experiment 
and of specifications for equipment to  be manufactured in the 
States. 

Equipment of all sorts coming from the States was tested 
with a view to  its performance and suitability under field condi- 
tions. The behavior of gases in the open was extensively 
studied in connection with tactical problems, and for the in- 
formation of gas officers. A great deal of enemy material was 
examined and described, and the opening of enemy gas shell 
and the analysis of their contents was a routine operation. 

Hanlon Field was situated within a few hours’ run from all 
points of the American front, so that  the constant visits of gas 
officers and officers of the First Gas Regiment to  Hanlon Field, 
and the visits of the members of the Hanlon Field Staff to  the 
front made possible an appreciation of actual conditions a t  the 
front invaluable in the work of the Field. 

Sixty special reports emanating from the Hanlon Field Staff 
described work and presented conclusions and recommendations, 
many of which led to  valuable results in the conduct of the war. 

Since Hanlon Field represented a geographic extension of 
all of the activities of the Chemical Warfare Service, the Com- 
mandant of the Field was appointed by and was directly re- 
sponsible to  the Chief of the Chemical Warfare Service. 

The table here reproduced shows the organization of Hanlon 
Field a t  the signing of the armistice, except for a few minor 
subsequent changes. Several well known chemists will be 
recognized among the members of the staff, together with names 
of younger chemists less well known, perhaps, but whose services 
were in most instances of a high order. It was often necessary 


